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We investigate the amplitude or Higgs mode associated with longitudinal fluctuations of the order param-
eter at the continuous spontaneous symmetry breaking phase transition. In quantum magnets, due to the fast
decay of the amplitude mode into Goldstone or other low-energy excitations, direct observation of this mode
represents a challenging task. By focusing on a quasi-one-dimensional geometry, we circumvent the difficulty
and investigate the amplitude mode in a system of weakly coupled spin chains with the help of quantum Monte
Carlo simulations, stochastic analytic continuation, and a chain-mean field approach combined with a mapping
to the field-theoretic sine-Gordon model. The amplitude mode is observed to emerge in the longitudinal spin
susceptibility in the presence of a weak symmetry-breaking staggered field. A conventional measure of the
amplitude mode in higher dimensions, the singlet bond mode, is found to appear at a lower than the amplitude
mode frequency. We identify these two excitations with the second (first) breather of the sine-Gordon theory,
correspondingly. In a contrast to higher-dimensional systems, the amplitude and bond order fluctuations are
found to carry significant spectral weight in the quasi-1D limit.
Introduction—– The phenomenon of spontaneous symmetry
breaking (SSB) represents one of the key notions in modern
physics. For a continuous global symmetry, SSB is expected
to generate two types of collective excitations – the Goldstone
modes, describing transverse or phase fluctuations of the or-
der parameter, and the Higgs modes, which describe its lon-
gitudinal or amplitude fluctuations. In contrast to the gap-
less Goldstone excitation, which has been widely observed in
a variety of condensed matter systems (e.g. magnons), the
observation of the longitudinal/amplitude mode is more chal-
lenging and is complicated by its intrinsically finite lifetime –
an amplitude-mode excitation is allowed to decay into a pair
of Goldstone excitations which leads to a strong damping and
‘rounding off’ of this excitation from the physical spectrum.
By now several successful experimental sightings of the am-
plitude mode have been reported in the dimerized [1] and
quasi-one-dimensional (1D) quantum magnets KCuF3 [2, 3]
and BaCu2Si2O7 [4] as well as in superconducting settings
[5, 6].
As mentioned above, the amplitude mode is a well-defined
excitation when its lifetime is long, which requires suppres-
sion of the decays into Goldstone modes, spin waves. Theo-
retically, two pathways have been proposed for this objective,
through (a) quantum critical points (QCPs) [7–10] or (b) di-
mensional crossover towards 1D [11–14]. As the system ap-
proach the QCP or the 1D limit, the softening of the magnetic
order reduces the energy of the amplitude mode. Once the
energy of the amplitude mode becomes lower than the char-
acteristic energy of two-magnon continuum, the decay of the
amplitude mode into spin wave pairs is suppressed, and the
amplitude mode becomes underdamped and visible. The first
predicted pathway was recently verified via quantum Monte
Carlo model simulations in dimerized antiferromagnet [15–
17] and superconductor-insulator transition [18]. However,
the spectral weight of the amplitude mode observed these
studies is typically much weaker than that of the Goldstone
modes at the QCP [16].
J
J⊥
FIG. 1. Coupled antiferromagnetic Heisenberg spin chains with
nearest-neighbor spin exchange J (black solid line) and J⊥ (red
dashed line).
In this letter, we explore the second, quasi-1D approach. It
has long been proposed that a stable longitudinal model shall
arise in weakly coupled spin chains [12–14]. In comparison
to the QCP approach above, this second pathway is much less
explored in numerical studies, and an unbiased numerical ver-
ification has been largely absent. Here we utilize large-scale
quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) simulations and stochastic ana-
lytic continuation (SAC) to compute the spectral information
of quasi-1D Heisenberg spin chains. The predicted amplitude
modes is directly observed in numerics as the interchain inter-
action is reduced towards zero, and the dispersions of all low-
energy modes agree nicely with analytic predictions. More
importantly, we find that the amplitude mode in quasi-1D sys-
tems exhibits two novel features, in direct contrast to systems
in higher dimensions. First, in contrast to a 2D and 3D mag-
nets, where the amplitude mode only takes a small fraction
of the spectral weight on top of a strong background from
the overdamped multi-magnon continuum [16, 17], we find
that the amplitude mode in quasi-1D systems is characterized
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2by a spectral weight which is significantly stronger than the
continuum, making it highly visible and easy to detect. Sec-
ondly, we find, based on our numerical simulations and ana-
lytic studies, that a quasi-1D magnet contains three, instead
of two, low-energy modes. In addition to the phase and am-
plitude modes, visible in dynamic spin correlation functions,
an additional longitudinal mode emerges in the dynamic bond
correlation function. Similar to the amplitude mode, this lon-
gitudinal mode is singlet-like but exhibits totally different fre-
quency and momentum dependence. In contrast to the am-
plitude mode which corresponds to the “second breather” in
the effective sine-Gordon description of the ordered quasi-
1D magnet, this novel excitation is represented by the “first
breather”, and is probed in via the dynamic bond-bond corre-
lation function.
In higher dimensions, it has long been known that the scalar
susceptibility (e.g. the bond-bond susceptibility) serves as a
great tool for probing the amplitude mode [8] and has been
widely used in numerical studies [15–17]. Because scalar
fluctuations share the same symmetry as the amplitude mode
but with greatly suppressed damping, the scalar susceptibil-
ity is expected to exhibit a sharp peak at the amplitude mode
frequency. In quasi-1D, however, this conventional wisdom
does not apply. As shown below, the scalar susceptibility here
probes the energy of the first breather, which is smaller than
the frequency of the amplitude mode. As a result, a different
numerical probe must be utilized to directly probe the ampli-
tude mode in the spin channel. In this Letter, we introduce
a weak staggered external field to explicitly break the SU(2)
symmetry and to pin the direction of the magnetic order pa-
rameter, so that the amplitude and phase modes are directly
measured using the longitudinal and transverse spin correla-
tion functions, respectively.
Model and Method—– As shown in Fig. 1, we study a quasi-
1D quantum Heisenberg antiferromagnet on a square lattice
with spatially anisotropic interactions and solve it with the
stochastic series expansion QMC [19–21]. The Hamiltonian
reads
H = J
∑
〈i, j〉x
Si · S j + J⊥
∑
〈i, j〉y
Si · S j − h
∑
i
(−1)iS zi , (1)
where Si = (S xi , S
y
i , S
z
i ) denotes the spin-1/2 operator on each
site i and J (J⊥) stands for the nearest-neighbor Heisenberg
exchange along the x (y) direction. For simplicity, J is set to
1 throughout this paper, and we introduce a ratio g = J⊥/J
ranging from 0 to 1 to control the crossover from decoupled
1D chains to the isotropic 2D square lattice. The last term
of the Hamiltonian represents the staggered pinning field h,
which explicitly breaks the spin-rotational symmetry.
In the absence of the field, h = 0, two correlation functions
are measured: the transverse spin-spin correlation function
GS x (k, τ) = 1L2
∑
i, j e−ik·(ri−r j)〈S xi (τ)S xj (0)〉, and the bond-bond
correlation GB(k, τ) = 1L2
∑
i, j e−ik·(ri−r j)〈B j(τ)Bi(0)〉, where L
is the linear system size and τ ∈ [0, β] represents the imag-
inary time in QMC simulations. Bi = Si · Si+xˆ is a spin sin-
glet bond operator (dimerization order parameter) defined on a
nearest-neighbor bond of the spin chain. In the ordered phase,
GS x probes phase fluctuations (spin waves) while GB is the
scalar correlation function probing spontaneous dimerization
(spin-Peierls instability) [15–17].
When a weak staggered field is present, h , 0, we also
measure theGS z (k, τ) andGS x (k, τ) spin correlation functions.
Because the field h pins the order parameter along the z axis,
GS z (k, τ) andGS x (k, τ) measure directly the amplitude and the
phase fluctuations of the order parameter. It is worth noting
that finite external field h , 0 induces the gap in the spin wave
spectrum (i.e. in the phase mode dispersion), which scales
with the field [22–24].
In order to access real-time (or real-frequency) quantum
dynamics, the stochastic analytic continuation (SAC) scheme
needs to be employed, to obtain the real-frequency spectral
function A(k, ω) from the imaginary-time correlation G(k, τ),
G(k, τ) = 1
pi
∫ ∞
0 dω A(k, ω) (e
−τω + e−(β−τ)ω). It is well known
that the problem of inverting the Laplace transform is equiv-
alent to finding the most probable spectra A(ω) out of its
exponentially many suggestions to match the QMC correla-
tion function G(τ) with respect to its stochastic errors [25–
27]. This QMC-SAC approach has been successfully applied
to quantum magnets ranging from the simple square lattice
Heisenberg antiferromagnet [28, 29] to deconfined quantum
critical point and quantum spin liquids with their fraction-
alized excitations [30–32]. Detailed description of the SAC
scheme is provided in the Supplemental Material (SM) [33].
Analytic Theory—– At small g, a variety of exact (Bethe
ansatz) and nonperturbative approaches (bosonization and
renormalization group) are available. Here, we follow a very
successful chain mean-field and random phase approxima-
tions in order to map the coupled chains problem to that of
an effective sine-Gordon model for which a number of exact
results are available, see references [13, 14, 34, 35]. We gen-
eralize this approach to include staggered external field in (1),
see the SM [33] where spin and bond susceptibilities together
with dispersion relations of the phase, amplitude and bond ex-
citations are computed. For the AFM order parameter aligned
along the z axis, the frequency of the phase (S x and S y), am-
plitude (S z) and bond (B) modes near kx = pi are
ωS x = ωS y = ∆0
√
1 + bh + cos ky +
v2(kx − pi)2
∆20
(2)
ωS z = ∆0
√
3(1 + bh) +
Z2
Z1
cos ky +
v2(kx − pi)2
∆20
(3)
ωS B = ∆0
√
1 + bh +
v2(kx − pi)2
∆20
(4)
Here kx (ky) is the momentum along the chain (transverse to
the chain) and ∆0 is energy of the soliton, which is the lowest
energy excitation in the S x,y sector of the sine-Gordon model.
The energy of the first breather is ∆0 as well, while that of the
second breather is
√
3∆0, see Eq. (S22). bh is a dimensionless
parameter describing the the effect of an external staggered
3kx
ky
M
X1
X2

FIG. 2. Spectral functions obtained from QMC-SAC. (a), (e), (i) and (b), (f), (j) show the spectra function of spin and bond operators
respectively, AS x (k, ω) and AB(k, ω), without the field, h = 0, at different values of g = J/J⊥, with the system size is L = 36 and inverse
temperature β = 4L. The dashed cyan curves in (e), (i) and (f), (j) are analytical dispersions in Eqs. (2) and (4) with bh = 0. (c), (g), (k) and
(d), (h), (l) show the phase mode spectra AS x (k, ω) and amplitude mode spectra AS z (k, ω) measured in the presence of a weak staggered field
h = 1/25, with system size L = 36 and inverse temperature β = 4L. The dashed cyan curves in (g), (k) and (h), (l) are analytical dispersions in
Eqs. (2) and (3) with finite bh.
field, Eq. (S23). At h = 0, bh vanishes and our equations for
ωS x and ωS z recover the corresponding formulae in Ref. [35].
The velocity v is piJ/2 and the ratio Z2/Z1 ≈ 0.491309 is
a constant, whose value is determined via the Bethe ansatz.
Interestingly, the difference in the response functions of S z
and B-operators has to do with the fact that within the low-
energy mapping to the sine-Gordon model S z ∼ cos(Φ/2)
while B ∼ sin(Φ/2), see [33] and [14, 35].
Observe that in contrast with higher-dimensional spin sys-
tems bond fluctuations (frequency ωB) are distinct from the
amplitude mode (ωS z ). In particular, at ky = pi/2, where the
interchain coupling vanishes within the RPA approximation,
the amplitude mode detects the second breather (with energy√
3∆0), while the energy of the scalar mode is given by the
first breather ∆0. The dispersion of the bond fluctuations is
different as well, it propagates along the chain with the same
velocity v as spin fluctuations but is essentially dispersionless
in the transverse ky direction, see [33]. It acquires finite band-
width ∝ J2⊥/J along ky in the second order perturbation theory
in g [36]. This small correction is neglected in (4).
Numerical Results—– In Fig. 2, we present numerical results
of spectral functions for spin-spin and bond-bond correlations,
with and without pinning field h and compare them with the
dispersions (cyan lines) obtained from analytic theory Eq.(2)-
(4). From the top to bottom row, the values of g are 0.5,
0.1 and 0.05, reflecting the dimensional crossover from 2D to
quasi-1D. The system has periodic boundary condition L × L
with L = 36. The QMC calculations are carried out at inverse
temperature β = 4L. The spectra are plotted along the high-
symmetry path Γ(0, 0) → M(pi, pi) → X1(pi, 0) → Γ(0, 0) →
X2(0, pi)→ M(pi, pi)→ Γ(0, 0), as indicated in the BZ in panel
Fig. 2(c). The first (last) two columns of Fig. 2 are measured
in the absence (presence) of the staggered field h. At h = 0,
the system is isotropic with AS x = AS y = AS z . Here, the
first column of the figure measures the phase mode (i.e., spin
waves), while the second column gives the bond-bond corre-
lation (i.e., the scalar susceptibility). At h , 0 (the last two
columns), the staggered field pins the AFM order along the z
axis and thus AS x = AS y measures the phase fluctuations of the
order parameter (the third column), which is now gapped due
to the pinning field, while AS z gives the amplitude fluctuations
(the last column).
In the 2D regime (top row of Fig. 2), the phase mode is
clearly visible in panels (a) and (c), but the amplitude and
scalar fluctuations (d and b) exhibit only an over-damped
multi-magnon continuum without any sharp modes, as ex-
pected [11, 12]. As the system moves towards 1D (g = 0.1
and 0.05), the single magnon mode remains sharp and be-
comes more 1D-like (i.e. less dispersive along the interchain
M−X1 direction). At the same time, the spectral weight in the
bond (subfigures f and j in Fig. 2) and amplitude (subfigures
h and i in Fig. 2) sectors shifts down in energy, resulting in
the emergence of the two low energy peaks in corresponding
spectral densities. This is one of the key observations of our
study.
To better understand the formation of the amplitude and
scalar modes we plot in Fig. 3 the frequency dependence of
these two spectra at different value of g at the wavevector
k = (pi, pi/2). In 2D (g = 0.5), both spectra exhibit a con-
tinuum background from multi-magnon excitations. As g gets
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FIG. 3. Frequency dependence of the spectral functions at k =
(pi, pi/2) for (a) the bond-bond correlation at h = 0 and (b) the ampli-
tude mode at h = 1/25.
FIG. 4. Finite-size analysis for (a) g = 0.1 and (b) g = 0.05 at the
momentum point k = (pi, pi/2). The vertical ω∞-axis shows extrapo-
lation of the numerical data to the L = ∞ limit. Values on the vertical
ω-axis mark analytical predictions for the peak frequencies of differ-
ent modes. See main text for details.
smaller, a peak emerges in the spectral function and becomes
sharper as g becomes smaller. It is seen that for the same value
of g the peak in AB is more narrow and occurs at a lower fre-
quency than that in AS z . Both of these features are expected.
The larger linewidth of the amplitude mode peak is due to the
stronger damping it experiences due to decays into the low
energy phase fluctuations, in comparison with the bond corre-
lation function [8], while the peak’s frequency difference is a
unique property of quasi-1D system as equations (3) and (4)
show.
In Fig. 4, we present the finite-size analysis and extrapo-
late the peak frequency of each mode to the thermodynamic
limit. Here, we focus on the momentum point k = (pi, pi/2),
at which the interchain dispersion vanishes within the RPA
approximation, and the frequency of a mode is obtained by
fitting the correlation function to an exponential function of
the imaginary time ∝ e−ωτ (several representative cases of
such fitting are presented in SM [33]). Given the square-
root form of dispersions (2), (3) and (4), we take the fol-
lowing functional form for the extrapolation to infinite size
ωL =
√
ω2∞ + L20/L2, where ω∞ and L0 are fitting parameters.
The results for so obtained ω∞ are presented to the right of
ω∞-axis in Fig. 4. Without the staggered field h our finite-
size simulations done at finite inverse temperature β = 4L
predict equal dispersions for S x,y and S z spin fluctuations, so
that ωS x = ωS z at h = 0. Fig. 4 also shows data for ωS x and
ωS z at finite h = 1/25. Within the sine-Gordon description
ωS z/ωS x =
√
3 and the vertical ω-axis shows the correspond-
ing analytical predictions. Importantly, these values are cal-
culated in SM [33] explicitly as functions of g and h, without
any adjustable parameters. This parameter-free comparison is
seen to work rather well. In addition, in agreement with an-
alytical predictions, Fig. 4 shows that for h = 0 ωS x and ωB
extrapolate to the same limit, just as equations (2) and (4) with
bh = 0 require.
Remarkably, this sine-Gordon theory only contains two en-
ergy scales (soliton, anti-soliton and the first breather share
the same mass ∆ and the mass of the second breather
√
3∆).
This is the reason why the ratio between the masses of differ-
ent modes here can only be either 1 or
√
3. Within numerical
error, both these two key predictions are observed in the sim-
ulations.
Summary and Discussion—– As shown in Fig. 2 and 3, the
sharp amplitude/scalar mode in the quasi-1D regime takes
most of the spectral weight, while contributions from the con-
tinuum is much weaker and subleading. This is in contrast to
the vicinity of QCPs at higher dimensions [9, 16, 17], where
the spectral weight is mostly consumed by the multi-magnon
continuum and the signal for the amplitude is weak and thus
one has to go to significantly large system sizes to observes its
(in the case of Ref. [16], the 3D dimerized antiferromagnet re-
quires L3 with L = 50, roughly 100 times larger in the number
of spins than the systems simulated here). In addition, here
the numerical simulation does not suffer from critical slowing
down. These differences in spectral weight distribution makes
the amplitude mode easier to observe in quasi-1D setting.
In addition, thanks to a number of exact and well-controlled
analytical approximations in the 1D limit, numerical and an-
alytical studies in this regime can be easily connected and
cross-checked, offering a nice platform for the dialogue be-
tween the two communities. This interplay opens up new op-
1portunities for experimental study of quasi-1D magnetic ma-
terials, such as KCuF3 [2, 3], BaCu2Si2O7 [4] and others.
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2SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
Amplitude Mode in Quantum Magnets via Dimensional Crossover
QMC-SAC SCHEME
The relationship between the imaginary-time correlation function of an operator Oˆ, G(τ) = 〈Oˆ(τ)Oˆ(0)〉, and its corresponding
spectral function, A(ω), can be given as
G(τ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
K(τ, ω)A(ω)dω, (S1)
where the kernel, K(τ, ω), depends on the type of the spectral function. For the bosonic case, there is a relation, A(−ω) =
e−βωA(ω), between the spectral function at positive and negative frequency. Therefore, we restrict the integral in Eq. (S1) to the
positive frequencies by applying the kernel
K(τ) =
1
pi
(e−τω + e−(β−τ)ω). (S2)
From the point of the SAC process, we use the normalizationG(0) = 1 to work with a spectral function that is itself normalized
to unity on the positive frequency axis. Thus, Eq.(S1) becomes
G(τ) =
∫ ∞
0
eτω + e−(β−τ)ω
1 + e−βω
B(ω)dω, (S3)
where B(ω) = A(ω)(1 + e−βω) is the real-frequency spectral function. Hence,
∫ ∞
0 dωB(ω) = 1.
Practically, B(ω) is parameterized by a large number of equal-amplitude δ functions, which is sampled at location in a fre-
quency continuum. The number of δ functions we used are 5000 in both Fig.2 and Fig.3. Therefore, B(ω) =
∑Nω−1
i=0 aiδ(ω − ωi).
Then, we update location of these δ functions in a Metropolis process using the likelihood function
P(B) ∝ exp
(
− χ
2
2Θ
)
, (S4)
where Θ is the sampling temperature. And χ2 denotes the goodness of fit, which describes the relation between correlation
function obtained from QMC measurement, G(τ), and from Eq. (S3), G′(τ). χ2 is defined as
χ2 =
∑
i, j
[G′(τi) −G(τi)]C−1i j [G′(τ j) −G(τ j)], (S5)
where G′(τi) is obtained from the current spectral function by Eq. (S3) and G(τi) denotes the statistical average of QMC mea-
surement. Ci j is the covariance matrix element of the QMC data
Ci j =
1
Nb(Nb − 1)
Nb∑
b=1
[Gb(τi) −G(τi)][Gb(τ j) −G(τ j)]. (S6)
Here Nb refers to the number of bins in the QMC measurement, which is 128 in this study.
Selecting Θ matters in the SAC process. We adopt the temperature-adjustment scheme devised in Ref.[28]. In this scheme, a
simulated annealing procedure is used to find the minimum value χ2min. After this initial step, Θ is adjusted to make the average
χ2 in the final sampling process for the spectral function satisfy
〈χ2〉 ≈ χ2min +
√
2Nτ. (S7)
Here Nτ is the size of time point set used in the SAC process, which we will discuses below. With a suitable Θ, a smooth
averaged spectral function can be obtained and the final spectral function is the ensemble average of the Metropolis process
within the confrontational space of {ai, ωi}, as explained in Refs. [16, 27].
The spectral function is ‘good’ when 〈χ2〉 closes to one. To do so, it is useful to find a suitable time point set {G(τi)} that
input into the SAC process. Here, those G(τ) with relative statistic errors larger than 10−1 should not be considered in the SAC
3process since the ill-posed nature of the inverse Laplace transform. Besides, for a dataset of G(τ) from the QMC measurement,
each time point is chosen and put into the SAC process with the probability
P(τ) =

1, τ =
A2ndτ
4
p, τ ,
A2ndτ
4
(S8)
Here, dτ is the resolution of G(τ) in the QMC measurement. And An = αn is a sequence of n = 0, 1, 2... and parameter α.
0 < p < 1 is a constant. By changing parameters α and p, one can construct a suitable {G(τi)} and make 〈χ2〉 = 1 ± 0.1. Finally,
we apply Nτ ≈ 50 in the SAC process.
FITTING THE EXCITATION GAP
In the Fig. 4 of the main text, we performed finite size scaling of the four different excitation gaps. These gap values are
obtained from fitting their normalized imaginary-time correlation function G(τ) with Gfit(τ) = be−ωτ, in which ω refers to the
low-energy mode frequency and b is the fitting parameter.
In order to achieve a good fitting, we first find a large τmax with a small relative error (< 0.25) in G(τ) obtained from QMC.
For example, in Fig.S1(a), we prefer τmax = 23.04, at which the relative error of G(τ) is 0.224. Secondly, we choice a τmin in
G(τ), which would give a good fitting between τmin and τmax. We use τmin = 5.06 and obtain Gfit(τ) = 0.575e−0.306τ, which
has been plotted as the blue line in Fig.S1(a). Then, we shift τmin to four closeby imaginary-time points and obtain four other
values of ω. For GS x (τ) in Fig.S1(a), these four points are τ1 = 4.62, τ2 = 4.84, τ3 = 5.29 and τ4 = 5.52. Finally, we apply the
average over these five different ω as the mode frequency, and their sample standard deviation as the error bar in Fig.4, which is
0.306 ± 0.028 for AS x with g = 0.1, h = 0 and system size L = 36 at k = (pi, pi/2). With this method, we have also plotted the
normalized imaginary-time correlation functions of spin (or bond) operator and our fitting results in Fig.S1.
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FIG. S1. Scheme of the imaginary-time correlation fitting. (a-d) show the normalized imaginary-time correlation of corresponding operator
respectively [GS z (τ), GB(τ), GS z (τ) and GS x (τ)], with g = 0.1 and system size L = 36 at k = (pi, pi/2). The red dots are QMC data and the blue
lines are our fitting curves.
FIELD THEORY TREATMENT
In this section, we discuss the theoretic treatment, where the interchain coupling is treated within a mean-field and random-
phase approximation while the intrachain (1D) physics are treated via bosonization and exact methods. For more details about
this theory approach, see the review by Essler and Konik [35] and reference therein. In comparison with Ref. 35, here it is
needed to generalize the theory analysis a bit in order to incorporate the external staggered field utilized in the simulations.
Here, we will set the temperature T = 0 and the system size L = ∞. Without loss of generality, we set the AFM order to be
along the S z direction with an order parameter m0 = (−1)i〈S zi 〉.
Self-consistent Mean-field Treatment
Here, we start from taking the self-consistent mean-field treatment for the interchain couplings (J⊥
∑
〈i, j〉y Si · S j), while
quantum fluctuations around the mean-field ground state will be considered later via a random-phase approximation (RPA).
4Within the mean-field treatment, 〈S zi 〉 = m0(−1)i and thus this interchain coupling turns into an effective staggered field for each
spin chain (heff) with a mean-field Hamiltonian
HMF = J
∑
〈i, j〉x
Si · S j − (h + heff)
∑
i
(−1)iS zi , (S9)
where
heff = 2J⊥m0. (S10)
and h is the external staggered field.
For this mean-field Hamiltonian, the 1D spin chains decouple from each other, and thus it can be solved via 1D exact/non-
perturbative methods. At low-energy, the mean-field Hamiltonian of each spin chain can be reduced to the quantum sine-Gordon
(SG) model via bosonization with an Hamiltonian
HSG =
∫
dx
{
v
16pi
[
(∂xΦ)2 + (∂xθ)2
]
− µ cos (βΦ)
}
(S11)
where β = 1/2, v = piJa0/2, and µ = c(h + heff)a
−1/2
0 . The constant c here is 1/2 and a0 is the lattice constant, which will be set
to unity (a0 = 1). In this bosonized form, the spin S zi operator becomes
S zi ∼
∂xΦ
4pi
+ c(−1)i cos (Φ/2) , (S12)
and the expectation value of the order parameter is m0 = (−1)i〈S zi 〉 = c〈cos (Φ/2)〉. This expectation value was evaluated in
Ref. 37 and is given by
m0 =
(2piJ/v)1/3
6
√
3
Γ( 34 )
Γ( 14 )
4/3 Γ( 16 )
Γ( 23 )
2 (h + heffJ
)1/3
(S13)
Because heff = 2J⊥m0, Eqs. (S10) and (S13) enforce a self-consistency condition for heff
heff
J
= γ1
J⊥
J
(
h + heff
J
)1/3
, (S14)
where the coefficient
γ1 =
22/3
3
√
3
Γ( 34 )
Γ( 14 )
4/3 Γ( 16 )
Γ( 23 )
2 ≈ 1.215340 (S15)
Here, we used the fact that v/J = pi/2. By solving cubic equation (S14), the value of the effective staggered field (heff) can be
determined
heff =
3h
x
cos
(arccos x
3
)
(S16)
where
x =
3
√
3
2
h/J(
γ1
J⊥
J
)3/2 = 3
√
3
2
h/J
(γ1g)3/2
(S17)
Notice that Eq. (S16) is defined for x ≤ 1 (weak field) due to the utilization of arccos x. To extend it to x > 1 (strong field), one
can just replace cos(arccos(x)/3) with its analytic continuation cosh(arccosh(x)/3) . In the absence of external field h = 0, the
equation above reduces to heff = (γ1g)3/2 J.
Given relatively short chains used in our numerical study, L = 20−36, the derivation above does not account for the logarithmic
corrections to the mass gap and other quantities. These corrections arise due to the marginally irrelevant interaction of chiral
spin currents [22, 35] and become important in the long chain limit [34].
51D Spectral Functions
In this section, we compute the spectrum function of spin-spin and bond-bond correlators for the 1D mean-field Hamiltonian,
ignoring any inter-chain quantum fluctuations, which will be studied in the next section. In the bosonized form, the SG model
described above (with β = 1/2) contains four gapped excitations. In notations of [35] here ξ = 1/3. Three of them (soliton,
anti-soliton and the first breather B1) shares the same energy gap ∆, while the last one (i.e., the second breather B2) has a larger
gap
√
3∆. The mass ∆n of the n-th breather is determined as
∆n = 2∆ sin
(
piξn
2
)
= 2∆ sin(pin/6) (S18)
so that ∆1 = ∆ (mass of the first breather coincides with that of the soliton and antisoliton), ∆2 =
√
3∆ (mass of the second
breather) and ∆3 = 2∆ (mass of the third breather, coincides with the boundary of the soliton-antisoliton continuum).
And the value of the gap ∆ is
∆
J
=
√
pi
(
v
piJ/2
)
Γ( 16 )
Γ( 23 )
c (piJ/2
v
)
Γ( 34 )
Γ( 14 )
h + heff
J
2/3 (S19)
Because v = piJ/2 and c = 1/2, we have
∆
J
=
33/4pi1/2
2
γ1/21
(
h + heff
J
)2/3
(S20)
Here, we substitute heff with the solution of Eq. (S16)
∆
J
=
33/4pi1/2
2
γ1/21
(
h
J
)2/3 [
1 +
3
x
cos
(arccos x
3
)]2/3
(S21)
where the value of x can be computed via Eq. (S17). This formula gives the gap of excitations, as a function of control parameters
h and g. Most importantly, here we define two quantities ∆0 and bh. ∆0 is the gap value in the absence of external field
∆0
J
=
∆(h = 0)
J
=
33/4pi1/2
2
γ3/21 g (S22)
where γ1 ≈ 1.215340 as defined in Eq. (S15). bh is a dimensionless quantity characterizing the field dependence bh =
(
∆
∆0
)2 − 1,
where, ∆ is the the value of the gap in the presence of an external field (h) and it is normalized by the zero-field gap value (∆0).
By definition, bh is a function of the field h and its value vanishes at h = 0. From Eq. (S21), it is easy to check that
bh =
(h/J)4/3
γ21g
2
[
1 +
3
x
cos
(arccos x
3
)]4/3
− 1 (S23)
with x defined in Eq. (S17)
The spin-spin and bond-bond correlation functions are〈
S xi (t)S
x
j (t
′)
〉
=
〈
S yi (t)S
y
j(t
′)
〉
' c2(−1)i− j
〈
sin
(
Θ(xi, t)
2
)
sin
(
Θ(x j, t′)
2
)〉
(S24)
〈
S zi (t)S
z
j(t
′)
〉
' c2(−1)i− j
〈
cos
(
Φ(xi, t)
2
)
cos
(
Φ(x j, t′)
2
)〉
(S25)
〈
Bi(t)B j(t′)
〉
∝
〈
sin
(
Φ(xi, t)
2
)
sin
(
Φ(x j, t′)
2
)〉
(S26)
where xi = ia0 and x j = ja0 are the spatial coordinate of the the spin/bond. It is worthwhile to emphasize here that in the AFM
phase (m0 , 0) with an order parameter along the S z direction, although the bond operator B and S z share the same symmetry,
the bond operator spectrum is characterized the same mass as that of S x and S y operators, and is different from that of S z. This
fact will lead to a key consequence. As will be shown below, it implies that the B − B correlator and the S z-S z correlator are
probing different excitations in quasi-1D systems. This is in sharp contrast to higher dimensions, where the two correlators can
both be used to probe the amplitude mode due to their identical symmetry.
6These 1D correlation functions can be calculated. For kx near pi, we have
χ˜S x (ω, kx) =
Z1
ω2 − v2(kx − pi)2 − ∆2 + iδ + incoherent background (S27)
χ˜S z (ω, kx) =
Z2
ω2 − v2(kx − pi)2 − 3∆2 + incoherent background (S28)
χ˜B(ω, kx) =
Z3
ω2 − v2(kx − pi)2 − ∆2 + iδ + incoherent background (S29)
where ∆ is the soliton energy [Eq. (S21)]. If the external field is turned off (h = 0), ∆ recovers the zero-field value ∆0, as shown
in Eq. (S22). Here, we only shows the coherent modes, while the incoherent background (the continuum) are ignored. Because
the continuum only appear for ω ≥ 2∆ while the frequency of the coherent modes (ω = ∆ and ω = √3∆) are all below 2∆,
the continuum can be ignored as far as these low-energy excitations are concerned. As already mentioned above, the coherent
modes of S x and the bond operator shares the same dispersion and energy gap (∆), while S z mode have a larger gap
√
3∆.
Random Phase Approximation and 2D Susceptibilities
In the previous section, we presented the dynamical susceptibilities of the spin/bond operators (χ˜). In this section, 2D dynam-
ical susceptibility will be computed via a random phase approximation (RPA). To distinguish 1D and 2D dynamical susceptibil-
ities, 1D and 2D susceptibilities will be represented by χ˜ and χ (with and without tilde on top) respectively.
Within the RPA approximation, 2D dynamical susceptibilities for S x and S z are
χS x =
1
(χ˜S x )−1 − 2J′(ky) (S30)
χS z =
1
(χ˜S z )−1 − 2J′(ky) (S31)
where J′(ky) = J⊥ cos ky is the Fourier transform of the inter-chain coupling. As for the bond-bond correlation function, because
the interchain bond-bond coupling comes from second-order (and higher-order) perturbation in g  1, the interchain coupling
constants scales as J2⊥/J and thus is small for weak J⊥, J2⊥/J  J⊥ [36]. As a result, to the leading order, the bond-bond
correlation does not receive any corrections within the RPA approximation, and therefore
χB = χ˜B (S32)
In summary, we find
χS x (ω,k) = χS y (ω,k) =
Z1
ω2 − v2(kx − pi)2 − (∆2 + 2Z1J⊥ cos ky) + iδ (S33)
χS z (ω,k) =
Z2
ω2 − v2(kx − pi)2 − (3∆2 + 2Z2J⊥ cos ky) + iδ (S34)
χB(ω,k) =
Z3
ω2 − v2(kx − pi)2 − ∆2 + iδ (S35)
From the Goldstone theorem, we know that at h = 0, the phase mode χS x shall be gapless at ky = pi. This condition fixes the
value of Z1
∆0 =
√
2Z1J⊥. (S36)
Because 1D exact methods fix the ratio between Z1 and Z2, Z2/Z1 ≈ 0.491309 [14], the value of Z2 is also determined. As for
Z3, because its value doesn’t change the mode frequency, it will not be evaluated here.
As a result, the dispersion of these three modes are
ωS x = ωS y = ∆0
√
1 + bh + cos ky +
v2(kx − pi)2
∆20
(S37)
ωS z = ∆0
√
3(1 + bh) +
Z2
Z1
cos ky +
v2(kx − pi)2
∆20
(S38)
7ωS B = ∆0
√
1 + bh +
v2(kx − pi)2
∆20
(S39)
where ∆0 is the value of ∆ in the absence of external field [Eq. (S22)] and the dimensionless parameter bh is function of the field
strength, defined in Eq. (S23). The ratio Z2/Z1 ≈ 0.491309. The velocity along the chain is v = piJ/2 as shown above.
At kx = pi and in the absence of external field (h = 0 and thus bh = 0), the dispersion relations become
ωS x = ωS y = ∆0
√
1 + cos ky (S40)
ωS z = ∆0
√
3 +
Z2
Z1
cos ky (S41)
ωS B = ∆0 (S42)
And it is easy to check that near kx = pi, for any values of ky, the frequency of these modes never reach 2∆, which is the onset
frequency, above which the 1D incoherent continuum start to arise. This fact justifies the procedure above, where we dropped
the incoherent background in χ˜. In addition, this observation also implies that these modes are lightly damped at small J⊥ (i.e.,
the damping only comes from interchain fluctuations), which is the key reason why they leads to clear peaks in the spectrum
functions.
